
Intro to 60-Degree Patchwork and Design:
Hexagons, Diamonds, Triangles, & More

Kelly Ashton, instructor

SUPPLY LIST
Sewing machine:  cleaned, oiled, ready to sew!  
 -1/4” “patchwork” foot WITHOUT guide / flange
 -power cord & foot control
 -bobbins & extra machine needles
Thread:  neutral color, machine piecing thread (50 wt or 60 wt)
Kellyquilter Project Acrylic Template Set:  4 acrylic templates 
 (mandatory for each participant; pay for kit at The Fabric 
 Chic, and Kelly will distribute at the beginning of class)
Anti-skid material for templates:  I recommend either Odif 
 Grippy Non-Slip Coating (spray) OR Fabric Grips by 
 Collins (adhesive sandpaper rounds).  If you have 
 another preferred anti-skid material, please make sure 
 it is thin so the template won’t “rock” while rotary cutting.
Rotary cutter, mat, and ruler:
 -28mm rotary cutter is recommended (blade about the 
  size of a quarter)
 -Rotary mat:  
  -18” x 24” or larger to cut WOF strips
  -a 12-14” square rotary cutting mat on a rotating 
   base is also helpful, if you have one
 -6-9” x 18-24” to cut WOF strips (it’s very helpful if this 
  ruler has a 60-degree reference line marked on it)
Notions:  pins (or clips, if you prefer), seam ripper (just in case), 
 and any other favorite notions
Mechanical pencils:
 -regular “graphite” mechanical pencil 
  AND white chalk mechanical pencil 
Magic Premium Quilting & Crafting Spray (or Mary Ellen’s 
 Best Press, or starch):  See pre-workshop instructions 
 found later in this document.
Colored pencils and eraser (small package) for design work  
 (paper provided)
Paper and pencil / pen:  for notes

Wild Thing, You Make My Heart 
Sing
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Participants WILL NOT receive a pattern 
for this quilt.  This is an “instructional 
quilt’ showing some of the many ways 
these shapes play and fit together.  The 
participant will work with the four 
shapes, learn how they fit together, and 
will design and work on their own quilt.

Fabric:  100% cotton, quilt shop quality fabric; no flannels or “home spuns”, please.
 -I suggest you come to class with 4-6 fat quarters to half-yard pieces of fabric, prepped (see next page)   
 and ready to cut. Choose fabrics that play well together.  I started with a multi-colored piece of fabric that  
 I loved as inspiration (used for some blocks and the border in my sample).  Keep in mind, you may want   
 to add more fabrics as we go along, and there will be opportunity during class to do so.
 -NONE of these initial fabrics would be “negative space” / “background” fabrics (negative space fabric 
 can be added later, as desired, based on your design preferences).  Your quilt can have a border, or not, as   
 you prefer.            (continued...)
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Pre-Workshop Instructions:
Please complete this before class!

1)  Prepare all of your block fabrics by generously (quite damp; not dripping wet) spritzing them with Magic 
Premium Quilting / Crafting Spray (or Mary Ellen’s Best Press, spray starch, or sizing - anything that will add 
body and mild stiffness to the fabric) and pressing them until dry with a dry iron on cotton setting.  Or, you can 
spritz the fabrics, iron them briefly, then hang to dry.  Once dry, press out the wrinkles using a steam iron on 
cotton setting.

If / when you add additional fabric(s) for blocks, negative space, and/or border,  prepare the fabric in the same 
way.

I’m looking forward to seeing you in class!  We’re going to have a great time together playing 
with these versatile shapes and designing wonderful quilts!  If you have any questions before 
class, please email me at:  
kelly@kellyquilter.com.

Kelly Ashton / Kellyquilter Designs

Website:  www.kellyquilter.com

Social Media:
 FaceBook: Kelly Ashton:  Quilting Lectures & Workshops
   Please “Like” my page.

 Follow me on Instagram:  kellyaquilter
   

Fabric (continued):
 -Adding some directional fabrics, stripes, and/or plaids can work well with these shapes, so don’t feel a   
  need to avoid  them!  
“Design Wall” OPTIONAL:  flannel-backed plastic table cloth to pin your pieces to; especially helpful for trans-
porting your work home.
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